The New American Home / NAHB International Builders Show 2011

The New American Home incorporates only the highest standard, cutting edge products.

Arbors Direct, Inc. manufactured the fiberglass pergolas shown below. We are honored to have been chosen from the many choices of pergolas available today. Our unique fiberglass pergolas are unmatched in all categories.

Please read the full article below
Unlike most previous New American Homes, which were sold after the Builders’ Show, TNAH 2011 is a custom residence that is being constructed for specific buyers. It integrates state-of-the-art technology in an American Empire design with Greek Revival elements and combines an inviting layout with elegant style, eccentric interiors and easy classicism.

In keeping with increasing demand for energy- and resource-efficiency, TNAH 2011 is being built to attain “Emerald” status of the National Green Building Standard (NGBS, ICC 700). The development of the standard was a collaborative effort of NAHB and the International Code Council (ICC). The NGBS is approved by ANSI, the American National Standards Institute, as an American National Standard. “Emerald” is the highest of the four levels of achievement in resource efficiency that the Standard recognizes. In addition to state-of-the-art green building technology, it features dynamic aesthetic design, including fountains, pools and solar elements.

**Energy Certifications:**

- National Green Building Standard, Emerald
- Energy Star certification
- FGBC (Florida Green Building Coalition) Platinum certification
- Florida Yards and Neighborhoods designation
- Florida Water Star designation
- Progress Energy Home Advantage Program

TNAH 2011 also will showcase the latest breakthroughs in green building and construction technology and will utilize a state-of-the-art energy efficiency package.